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Betrayal at krondor
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Supported Action, Flight, Indie, Jet Rubber Bandits: Christmas Prologue Party Game, Heist, Comedy, Physics The Life and Suffering of Sir Brante - Chapter 1&amp;2 , Choose your own adventure, Interactive Fiction, Management *NEW* SCUFFED EPIC BHOP SIMULATOR 2023 (POG CHAMP) Casual, Action, Simulation, Open World Children of Silentown: Prologue Horror,
Point &amp; Click, Female Protagonist, 2D Amazing Cultivation Simulator Simulation, RPG, Strategy, Indie Football Manager 2021 Sport, Simulation, Management, Singleplayer Slasher's Keep Action Rogue, RPG, Action, Indie Our Life: Beginnings &amp; Always Romance, Visual Novel, LGBTQ+, Character Customization Disc Space Yakuza: Like a Dragon RPG, Action,
Adventure, JRPG From Depths Building, Sandbox, Strategy, Open World Apex Legends™ Battle Royale, Free to Play, First-Person, Shooter SpellForce 3: Versus Edition RPG, Strategy, Action RPG, Building GhostRunner Action, Cyberpunk, First-Person, Fast-Paced Zero IDLE Casual, Free to Play, Clicker, Idler Scribble It! Spelling, typing, casual, pun DOOM Eternal: The
Ancient Gods - First Part Action, Gore, Violent, FPS Blood of Steel Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Wargame, Strategy Cyberpunk 2077 Cyberpunk, Open World, RPG, Futuristic Counter-Strike: Offensive - Operation Broken Fang Action, Gratis at spille, FPS, FPS, Red Dead Redemption 2 Adventure, Open World, Action, Western Hades Action Roguelike, Action, Indie, RPG
Control Ultimate Edition Action, Adventure, Female Protagonist, Supernatural F1® 2020 Racing, Sport, Simulation, Automobile Sim DOOM Eternal Action, FPS, Great Soundtrack, Gore Among Us Multiplayer, Online Co-Op, Space, Social Fradrag Phasmophobia VR Supported Horror, Online Co-Op, Multiplayer, Psychological Horror DOOM Eternal Action, FPS, Great Soundtrack,
Gore :GO Prime Status Upgrade FPS, Shooter, Multiplayer, Konkurrencedygtige STAR WARS™ Battlefront™ II Multiplayer, FPS, Shooter, Tredje person Shooter Oprør: Sandstorm FPS, Realistisk, Shooter, Action Wasteland 3 RPG, Strategi, Turn-Based Combat, Post-apokalyptiske Red Dead Online Action, Adventure, Western, Multiplayer Microsoft Flight Simulator Simulation,
Flight, Open World, Realistic The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt - Game of the Year Edition RPG, Open World, : Fallen Order™ Action-Adventure , Souls-like, Third Person, Platformerstabilium The Forest VR Støttede Open World Survival Craft, Survival, Open World, Horror Squad Military, FPS, Realistic, Multiplayer DEATH STRANDING Walking Simulator, Open World, Story Rich, Great
Soundtrack Disco Elysium RPG, Choices Matter, Story Rich, Detective Raft Survival, Open World Survival Craft, Multiplayer, Co-op DayZ Survival, Zombies, Multiplayer, Open World Grand Theft Auto V Open World , Action, Multiplayer , Automobile Sim Planet Zoo Management, Simulation, Building, Nature Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout Multiplayer, Funny, Battle Royale, Online
Co-Op No Man's Sky VR Supported Open World, Open World Survival Craft, Space, Exploration Ori and the Will of the Wisps Beautiful, Metroidvania, Great Soundtrack, Action Warframe Nezha Prime Access: Divine Spears Bundle Action, Free to Play, Gore, Violent See more: Top Sellers or Global Top Sellers Northern Lights Early Access , Simulering, Eventyr, Indie BOMJMAN
Handling, Indie, Voldelig, Gore Calico Casual, Indie, Simulation, RPG Spellbreak Fantasy, Magic, PvP, Anime Contraband Politi: Prolog Action, Simulation, Automobile Sim, Exploration Dealer's Life 2 Trading, Memes, Management, Immersive Sim Love n Dream: Virtual Happiness Seksuel indhold, Nøgenhed, Kortspil, Dungeon Crawler Vær ikke bange First-Person, Horror,
Survival, Walking Simulator Ancient Cities Strategi, City Builder, Historisk, Moddable Riddle Joker Romance , Casual, Story Rich, Visual Novel Curve Fever Action, Massively Multiplayer, Indie, PvP Wattam Indie, Casual, Adventure, Cute Crunch Element VR Only Action, Indie, Early Access, VR Long Live Caesar Early Access, PvE, Turn-Based Strategy, Time Management ORX
RPG, Casual, Tower Defense, Card Game Love, Money, Rock'n'Roll Visual Novel, Story Rich, Anime, Great Override 2: Super Mech League Action, Fighting , 3D Fighter , 3D Killer: Inficeret En af os Multiplayer, Space, Social Fradrag, 3D OMORI Psychological Horror, Pixel Grafik, Cute, Horror Bange Project Eventyr, Simulation, Strategi SILENT DOOM Indie, Action, Adventure,
Simulation Bloom: Memories JRPG, RPG, Story Rich, Hack and Slash Patch Quest Early Access, Action Roguelike, Roguevania, Twin Stick Shooter Keyboard Sports - Saving QWERTY Indie, Adventure, Action, Stiliseret HERO: Flood Rescue Simulation, Adventure, Indie, Casual Moon Village Simulation, Building, Space Sim, Atmospheric Vampire: The Masquerade® -
Bloodlines™ 2 RPG, Action, Vampire , First-Person, FPS, Open World House Designer Simulation , Indie, Building, Design &amp; Illustration Outreach Se mere: Kommende udgivelser Red Dead Redemption 2 Adventure, Open World, Action, Western DOOM Eternal Action, FPS, Great Soundtrack, Gore Control Ultimate Edition Action, Adventure, Female Protagonist,
Supernatural Hades Action Roguelike, Action, Indie, RPG The Galaxy 3: Wild Hunt - Game of the Year Edition, RPG Open World, Story Rich , Atmosfærisk DOOM Evig action, FPS, Great Soundtrack , Gore STAR WARS™ Battlefront™ II Multiplayer, FPS, Shooter, Tredje person Shooter DEATH STRANDING Walking Simulator, Open World, Story Rich, Great Soundtrack Blandt
os Multiplayer, Online Co-Op, Space, Social Fradrag F1® 2020 Racing, Sport, Simulation, Automobile Sim STAR WARS Jedi: Fallen Order™ Action-Adventure, Souls-lignende, Tredje Person, Platformerstabilitet oprør: Sandstorm FPS, Realistisk, Shooter, Squad Action Military, FPS , Realistisk, Multiplayer No Man's Sky VR Understøttet Open World , Open World Survival Craft,
Space, Exploration Wasteland 3 RPG, Strategi, Turn-Based Combat, Post-apokalyptisk Disco Elysium RPG, Choices Matter, Story Rich, Detective Planet Zoo Management, Simulation, Building, Nature Battlefield 4™ Multiplayer, FPS, Action, Shooter Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout Multiplayer, Funny, Battle Royale, Online Co-Op Ori og Wisps Beautifuls vilje, Metroidvania , Great
Soundtrack, Action STAR WARS™: Eskadriller VR Understøttet Flight, Space, Multiplayer, Sci-fi Hunt : Showdown Multiplayer, Survival, Horror, Shooter Last Epoch RPG, Action, Hack and Slash, Action RPG DOOM FPS, Gore, Action, Shooter Gears Tactics Strategy, Turn-Based Tactics, Gore, Turn-Based Barotrauma Survival, Multiplayer, Co-op, Simulation Destiny 2: Legendary
Edition Adventure, Action, FPS, MMORPG Crusader Kings III Strategi, RPG, Simulation, Grand Strategy EA SPORTS™ FIFA 21 Sport , Fodbold, PVP, Konkurrencedygtige Cuphead Vanskelig, Tegneserie, Platformerstabil platformspil, Great soundtrack the Witcher® 3 : Wild Hunt Open World, RPG, Story Rich, Atmospheric Wolfenstein II: The New Colossus Action, FPS, Gore,
Singleplayer Spelunky 2 Platformerspil, Action Roguelike, 2D Platformerspil, Perma Death Mortal Kombat 11 Fighting, Gore, Voldelig, Blood Wasteland 3 RPG, Strategi, Turn-Based Combat, Post-apokalyptiske Dishonored 2 Stealth, First-Person, Action, Spiritfarer® Building Management , Emotional, Indie Monster Hunter World: Iceborne Action, Multiplayer, Open World, Co-op
F1® 2020 Racing , Sport, Simulation, Automobile Celeste Precision Precision Platformers, Pixel Graphics, Great Soundtrack Page 7 Valve respect the privacy of its online visitors and customers of its products and services and comply with applicable privacy laws, including, but not limited to, the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), the European Union General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), and the Swiss and EU Shield Privacy Frameworks. 1. Definitions Wherever we talk about personal data below, we consider any information that can either self-identify you as a person (Personally Identifiable Information) or that can be connected to you indirectly by associating it with personally identifiable information. Valve also processes
anonymous data, aggregated or not, to analyze and produce statistics related to the habits, usage patterns and demographics of customers as a group or as individuals. Such anonymous data does not make it possible to identify the customers to whom they relate. Valve may share anonymous data, aggregated or not, with third parties. Other capitalized words in this privacy policy
must have the meanings defined in the Steam Subscriber Agreement (SSA). 2. Why Valve collects and processes data valve collects and processes personal data for the following reasons: (a) where necessary for the performance of our agreement with you to provide a complete gaming service and provide associated content and services; (b) where necessary to comply with
legal obligations to which we are subject (e.g. our obligations to retain certain information under tax law); (c) where necessary for the legitimate and legal interests of Valve or a third party (e.g. the interests of our other customers), unless such interests are overridden by your applicable legitimate interests and rights; or (d) where you have consented to it. These reasons for
collecting and processing personal data determine and limit what personal data we collect and how we use it (section 3 below), how long we store it (section 4 below), who has access to it (section 5 below), and what rights and other control mechanisms are available to you as a user (section 6 below). 3. The types and data sources we collect 3.1 Basic account data when you set
up an account, Valve collects your email address and country of residence. You must also choose a user name and password. It is necessary to provide this information to register a Steam user account. During setting up your account, the account is automatically assigned a number (Steam ID) that is later used to refer to your user account without directly disclosing personal
information about you. We do not require you to enter or use your real name to set up a Steam user account. 3.2 Transaction and payment data In order to make a transaction on Steam (e.g. to purchase subscriptions to content and services or to fund your Steam wallet), you may need to provide payment data to Valve activate the transaction. If you pay by credit card, you must
provide typical credit card information (name, address, credit card number, expiration date, and security code) to Valve, which Valve will process and send to the payment service provider of your choice to enable the transaction and perform fraud checks. Similarly, Valve will receive data from your payment service provider for the same reasons. 3.3 Other data that you explicitly
submit, we collect and process personal data when you expressly provide it to us or send it as part of the communication with others on Steam, e.g. in Steam Community Forums, Chats, or when you provide feedback or other user-generated content. This data includes: Information that you post, comment on, or follow in any of our content and services; Information sent via chat;
Information you provide when you request information or support from us or purchase content and services from us, including information necessary to process your orders with the relevant payment agent or, in the case of physical goods, shipping providers; Information you provide to us when you participate in competitions, competitions and tournaments or respond to surveys,
such as 3.4 Your use of the Steam client and websites, we collect a range of information through your general interaction with the websites, content, and services offered by Steam. The personal data we collect may include, but are not limited to, browser and device information, data collected through automated electronic interactions and usage data. Likewise, we will track your
process across our websites and applications to verify that you are not a bot and to optimize our services. 3.5 Your use of games and other subscriptions In order to provide you with services, we need to collect, store and use various information about your activity in our content and services. Content-related information includes your Steam ID as well as what are commonly called
game statistics. By game statistics, we mean information about your game preferences, progress in games, playing time, and information about the device you're using, including which operating system you're using, device settings, unique device IDs, and crash data. 3.6 Tracking data and cookies We use Cookies, which are text files located on your computer, and similar
technologies (such as web beacons, pixels, ad tags, and device IDs) to help us analyze how users use our services, as well as to improve the services we offer to improve marketing, analysis or website functionality. The use of cookies is standard on the Internet. Although most web browsers automatically accept cookies, the decision whether to accept or not is yours. You can
adjust your browser settings to prevent receiving cookies or to notify you when a cookie is sent to you. You can use of cookies by selecting the appropriate settings in your browser. Browser. management of the use of cookies for each browser is detailed on the following help page: . Please note, however, that if you do this, you may not be able to access the full functionality of our
sites. When you visit any of our services, our servers log your IP address, which is a number that is automatically assigned to the network your computer is part of. 3.7 Content Terms We may process information collected under this section 3 so that content, products and services displayed on the Steam Store's pages and in update notices displayed when the Steam client is
launched can be tailored to your needs and filled in with relevant recommendations and offers. This is done to improve your customer experience. To prevent the processing of your data in this way, turn off automatic loading of the Steam Store Page and Steam Messages in the Interface section of the Steam Client Settings section. Subject to your separate consent, or where
expressly permitted by applicable email marketing laws, Valve may send you marketing communications about products and services offered by Valve to your email address. In such a case, we may also use your collected information to customize such marketing messages as well as collect information about whether you have opened such messages and which links in their text
you followed. You can opt out or revoke your consent to receive marketing emails at any time by either withdrawing consent on the same page where you previously provided it, or clicking the unsubscribe link in each marketing email. 3.8 Information required to detect violations We collect certain data necessary for our detection, investigation and prevention of fraud, cheating and
other violations of SSA and applicable law (Violations). This data is used only for detection, investigation, prevention and, where appropriate, acting on such infringements and shall be retained only for the minimum time necessary for this purpose. If the data indicates that an infringement has occurred, we will further store the data for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal
claims in accordance with the applicable limitation period or until a lawsuit in connection with it has been resolved. Please note that the specific data stored for this purpose may not be disclosed to you if the disclosure will compromise the mechanism through which we detect, investigate, and prevent such violations. 4. For as long as we store data, we will only store your data for as
long as is necessary to fulfil the purposes for which the data is collected and processed, or , where applicable law allows for a longer retention and retention period, for the retention and retention period required by law. Then your personal data will deleted, blocked or anonymised, as provided for in applicable law. In particular: If you cancel your Steam user account, your For
example, you may be marked for deletion, except to the extent that legal claims or other applicable legitimate purposes dictate longer storage. In some cases, personal data cannot be completely deleted to ensure the consistency of the gaming experience or the Steam Community Market. For example, matches you have played that affect other players' matchmaking data and
results will not be deleted. Your connection to these matches will be permanently anonymized. Please note that Valve is required to retain certain transaction data under statutory commercial and tax laws for a period of up to ten (10) years. If you withdraw your consent on which the processing of your personal data or your child's personal data is based, we will delete your
personal data or, respectively, your child's personal data without undue delay to the extent that the collection and processing of the personal data was based on the consent that was withdrawn. If you exercise the right to object to the processing of your personal data, we will review your objection and delete your personal data that we processed for the purpose that you objected
to without undue delay, unless there is another legal basis for processing and storing that data, or unless applicable law requires us to keep the data. 5. Who has access to Data Valve does not sell personal data. However, we may share or grant access to each of the categories of personal data we collect as needed for the following business purposes. 5.1 Valve and its
subsidiaries may share your personal data with each other and use it to the extent necessary to achieve the purposes set out in section 2 above. In the event of reorganization, sale or merger, we may transfer personal data to the relevant third party in accordance with applicable law. 5.2 We may also share your personal data with our third-party service providers that provide
customer support for goods, content and services distributed through Steam. Your personal data will be used in accordance with this Privacy Policy and only to the extent necessary to perform customer support. 5.3 In accordance with Internet standards, we may also share certain information (including your IP address and the identification of Steam content that you wish to
access) with our third-party network providers providing network services for the provision of content and game server services related to Steam. Our content delivery network providers enable the delivery of digital content that you have requested, e.g. when using Steam, by using a system of distributed servers that provide the content to you based on your geographic location. 5.4
Google Analytics Our website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc. (Google). Google Analytics uses cookies to help website operators how visitors use the website. The information generated by the cookie about visitors' use of the website will generally be disclosed to and and by Google on servers in the United States. On this website, IP
anonymization has been enabled. The IP addresses of users visiting Steam will be shortened. Only in exceptional cases will a complete IP address be transferred to a Google server in the United States and abbreviated there. On behalf of the site operator, Google will use this information to evaluate the website of its users in order to prepare reports on site activity and to provide
other services related to site activity and Internet use to site operators. Google does not associate the IP address transferred in connection with Google Analytics with other data in Google's possession. You can reject the use of cookies by selecting the appropriate settings in your browser. Please note, however, that in this case, you may not be able to use the full functionality of
this website. Learn more about how Google Analytics collects and uses data www.google.com/policies/privacy/partners. In addition, you can prevent Google's collection and processing of data about your use of the website by downloading and installing the browser plug-in via the following link: . 5.5 We make certain data related to your Steam user account available to other
players and our partners through the Steamworks API. This information can be accessed by anyone by querying your Steam ID. At a minimum, the public persona name you have chosen to represent you on Steam and your Avatar image is available in this way, as well as whether you have received a ban on cheating in a multiplayer game. The availability of additional information
about you can be managed through your Steam Community user profile page; data that is publicly available on your profile page can be accessed automatically through the Steamworks API. In addition to the publicly available information, game developers and publishers have access to certain information from the Steamworks API that is directly related to the users of the games
they operate. This information includes at least your ownership of that game. Depending on which Steamworks services are implemented in-game, they may also include information about the leaderboard, your in-game progress, the achievements you've completed, your matchmaking information in multiplayer games, in-game items, and other information needed to drive the
game and support it. For more information on what Steamworks services a particular game has implemented, please review its store page. Although we do not knowingly share personally identifiable information about you through the Steamworks API, such as your real name or email address, you can access any information you share about yourself on your public Steam profile
through the Steamworks API, including information that may make you identifiable. 5.6 The Steam community includes message boards, forums and/or chat areas where users can exchange ideas and communicate with Other. When you send a message to a board, forum, or chat area, be aware that the information is made publicly available online. That's why you do it at your
own risk. If your personal data is posted to one of our community forums against your will, use the reporting feature and the Steam Help Website to request its removal. 5.7 Valve may allow you to link your Steam user account to an account offered by a third party. If you consent to link the accounts, Valve may collect and combine information that you allowed Valve to receive from
a third party with information about your Steam user account to the extent permitted by your consent at that time. If linking the accounts requires the transfer of information about your person from Valve to a third party, you will be informed of it before linking takes place and you will have the opportunity to consent to the linking and transfer of your information. The third party's use
of your information will be subject to the third party's privacy policy, which we encourage you to review. 5.8 Valve may release personal data in order to comply with court orders or laws and regulations that require us to disclose such information. 6. Your rights and control mechanisms Data protection laws in the European Economic Area, California and other areas grant their
residents certain rights in relation to their personal data. While other jurisdictions may grant fewer statutory rights, we make the tools designed to exercise such rights available to our customers worldwide. To allow you to exercise your data protection rights in a simple way, we provide a dedicated section on the Steam Support Page (privacy dashboard). This gives you access to
your personal data, allows you to correct and delete it where necessary, and object to the use of it where you feel necessary. To access it, sign in to the Steam Support page on and select the My Account Menu Items -&gt; data related to your Steam account. In most cases, you can access, manage, or delete personal data in the privacy dashboard, but you can also contact Valve
with questions or requests through the contact processes described in sections 8 and 10 below. As a resident of the European Economic Area, you have the following rights in relation to your personal data: 6.1 Right of access. You have the right to access your personal data that we hold about you, i.e. you. You can use the right to access your personal information through the
privacy dashboard. If the request affects the rights and freedoms of others or is manifestly or excessive, we reserve the right to charge a reasonable fee (taking into account the administrative costs of providing the information or communication or taking the requested measures) or refusing to respond to the request. Request. Right to repair. If we process your personal data, we
will endeavour, by implementing appropriate measures, that your personal data is accurate and up-to-date for the purposes for which it was collected. If your personal data is inaccurate or incomplete, you can change the information you provided through the privacy dashboard. 6.3. Right of deletion. You have the right to have personal data about you deleted if the reason why we
could collect it (see section 2. above) no longer exists or if there is another legal basis for deletion. For individual items of personal data, please edit it through the Privacy Dashboard or request deletion through the Steam Support Page. You can also request the deletion of your Steam user account through the Steam Support Page. As a result of deleting your Steam user account,
you will lose access to Steam services, including the Steam user account, subscriptions, and game-related information associated with the Steam user account, and the ability to access other services for which you use the Steam user account. We allow you to restore your Steam user account for a grace period of 30 (thirty) days from the moment you request deletion of your
Steam user account. This functionality allows you not to lose your account by mistake, due to your loss of your account information or due to hacking. During the suspension period, we will be able to complete financial and other activities that you may have initiated before submitting the request to delete the Steam user account. After the extended period, personal data associated
with your account will be deleted in accordance with section 4. Above. In some cases, deleting your Steam user account and thus deleting personal data is complicated. If your account has a business relationship with Valve, such as because of your work for a game developer, you can delete your Steam user account only after you have transferred that role to another user or have
dissolved the business relationship. In some cases, the period for deletion of personal data may be extended, but not longer than two months. 6.4 Right of objection. Where our processing of your personal data is based on legitimate interests under Article 6(1)(f) of GDPR/Section 2.c) of this Privacy Policy, you have the right to object to this processing. If you object, we will no
longer process your personal data unless there are compelling and applicable legitimate reasons for the processing as described in Article 21 of the GDPR; information is necessary to establish, exercise or defend legal claims. You also have the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority. 6.5 Right to restrict the processing of your personal data You have the right to
restrict the processing of your under the conditions set out in Article 18 of the GDPR. 6.6 Right to personal data You have the right to receive your personal data in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format and have the right to transfer that data to another controller under the conditions set out in Article 20 of the GDPR. Valve makes your personal data available
in structured HTML format through the privacy dashboard as described above. 6.7 Right of post-mortem control of your personal data If French data protection law applies to you, you have the right to set guidelines for the preservation, deletion and disclosure of personal data after your death in accordance with Article 40-1 of Law No 7. Children The minimum age for creating a
Steam user account is 13 years. Valve does not knowingly collect personal data from children under this age. If certain countries use a higher age of consent for the collection of personal data, Valve requires parental consent before a Steam user account can be created and personal data collected. Valve encourages parents to instruct their children to never provide personal
information when online. 8. Contact information You can contact Valve's Data Protection Officer at the address below. While we review any request sent by mail, be aware that to combat fraud, harassment, and identity theft, the only way to access, correct, or delete your data is to sign in with your Steam user account in and select the menu items -&gt; My Account -&gt; View
account data. Valve Corporation Att. Data Protection Officer P.O. Box 1688 Bellevue, WA 98009 European Data Protection Representative: Valve GmbH Att. Legal Rödingsmarkt 9 D-20459 Hamburg Germany 9. Additional information to users from the European Economic Area, The United Kingdom and Switzerland Valve and TR Technical Services Inc., its who-owned U.S.
subsidiary (collectively Valve) complies with the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework and Swiss-U.S. The Privacy Shield Framework as set out by the U.S. Department of Commerce regarding the collection, use, and retention of personal information transferred from the EU and Switzerland to the United States. Valve has certified the Ministry of Commerce that it complies with the
privacy principles. If there is any conflict between the terms of this Privacy Policy and the principles of privacy, the principles of privacy shall apply. To learn more about the Privacy Shield program and see our certification, you can . In accordance with the Privacy Shield principles, Valve undertakes to resolve complaints about our collection or use of your personal information. EU
persons and Swiss persons with queries or complaints regarding our privacy shield policy should first contact Valve here. If you have an unresolved privacy or data use issue that we have not resolved please contact our our third-party dispute resolution provider (free of charge) on . As explained in the Conscription Documentation ( certain remaining requirements that are not
otherwise resolved may be subject to binding arbitration. In this case, an arbitration opportunity will be made available to you. The Privacy Shield Principles describe Valve's liability for personal data, which it subsequently transfers to a third-party agent. According to the principles, Valve remains liable if third-party agents process the personal information in a manner that does not
comply with the principles, unless Valve proves that it is not responsible for the event that gives rise to the damage. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over Valve's privacy shield. 10. Additional information provided to California CCPA users gives California residents certain privacy rights regarding the personal data we collect. We are committed to respecting these
rights and complying with the CCPA. The following explains these rights and Valve's practice with respect to them. Right to know. Under CCPA, you have the right to request what personal data we collect, use, disclose and sell. Right to request deletion. You also have the right to request the deletion of personal data held by us, with certain exceptions. Please note that your
request to delete data may in some cases affect your use of the Steam Service, and we may refuse to delete information for reasons specified in this Privacy Policy or as permitted by the CCPA. other rights. The CCPA also gives California residents the right to opt out of the sale of their personal data. As described in section 5, we do not sell personal data and have not done so in
the last 12 months. You also have the right to receive notice of our practices on or before collecting your personal data. Finally, you have the right not to be discriminated against for exercising your rights under the CCPA. Exercising your rights. The primary means of accessing, managing, or deleting your personal data is through the Privacy Dashboard, as described in section 6 of
this policy. Customers may also delete their Steam account and associated personal data as described in section 6.3 of this Privacy Policy. If you can't access or delete data through the privacy dashboard, you can also contact us with a request to exercise those rights using the form . To verify your identity, you'll need to sign in with your Steam user account to use the form.
Finally, you can contact us with a request from however, before you grant access to or delete personal data, based on a request received by email, we must verify your identity using the Proof of Ownership process described on You may appoint an authorised agent in writing or by proxy to make requests on your behalf to exercise your rights under the CCPA. Before we accept
such a request from an agent, we require the agent to provide proof that you have given it permission to act on your behalf, and we may need you to confirm your identity directly with us. Categories, sources, purposes and recipients of the data we collect. Over the past 12 months, we have collected the categories of personal data described in section 3 of this Privacy Policy. The
sources from which we collect personal data and the purposes for which we collect and process it are described in sections 2 and 3. Over the past 12 months, we have disclosed for business purposes each of the categories of personal data with the categories of third parties as described in section 5. review date: 28 July 2020 page 8 Valve respects the privacy of its online visitors
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account. During setting up your account, the account is automatically assigned a number (Steam ID) that is later used to refer to your user account without directly disclosing personal information about you. We do not require you to enter or use your real name to set up a Steam user account. 3.2 Transaction and payment data In order to make a transaction on Steam (e.g. to
purchase content and service subscriptions or to fund your Steam wallet), you may need to provide payment data to Valve to activate the transaction. If you pay by credit card, you must provide typical credit card information (name, address, credit card number, expiration date, and security code) to Valve, which Valve will process and send to the payment service provider of your
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you provide feedback or other user-generated content. This data includes: Information that you post, comment on, or follow in any of our content and services; Information sent via chat; Information you provide when you request information or support from us or purchase content and services from us, including information necessary to process your orders with the relevant
payment agent or, in the case of physical goods, shipping providers; Information you provide to us when you participate in competitions, competitions and tournaments or respond to surveys, such as 3.4 Your use of the Steam client and websites, we collect a range of information through your general interaction with the websites, content, and services offered by Steam. The
personal data we collect may include, but are not limited to, browser and device information, data collected through automated electronic interactions and usage data. Likewise, we will track your process across our websites and applications to verify that you are not a bot and to optimize our services. 3.5 Your use of games and other subscriptions In order to provide you with
services, we need to collect, store and use various information about your activity in our content and services. Content-related information includes your Steam ID as well as what are commonly called game statistics. By game statistics, we mean information about your game preferences, progress in playing time and information on whether you use, including which operating
system you use, device settings, unique device IDs, and crash data. 3.6 Tracking data and cookies We use Cookies, which are text files located on your computer, and similar technologies (such as web beacons, pixels, ad tags, and device IDs) to help us analyze how users use our services, as well as to improve the services we offer to improve marketing, analysis or website
functionality. The use of cookies is standard on the Internet. Although most web browsers automatically accept cookies, the decision whether to accept or not is yours. You can adjust your browser settings to prevent receiving cookies or to notify you when a cookie is sent to you. You can reject the use of cookies by selecting the appropriate settings in your browser. The
management of the use of cookies for each browser is further described on the following help page: . Please note, however, that if you do this, you may not be able to access the full functionality of our sites. When you visit any of our services, our servers log your IP address, which is a number that is automatically assigned to the network your computer is part of. 3.7 Content
Terms We may process information collected under this section 3 so that content, products and services displayed on the Steam Store's pages and in update notices displayed when the Steam client is launched can be tailored to your needs and filled in with relevant recommendations and offers. This is done to improve your customer experience. To prevent the processing of your
data in this way, turn off automatic loading of the Steam Store Page and Steam Messages in the Interface section of the Steam Client Settings section. Subject to your separate consent, or where expressly permitted by applicable email marketing laws, Valve may send you marketing communications about products and services offered by Valve to your email address. In such a
case, we may also use your collected information to customize such marketing messages as well as collect information about whether you have opened such messages and which links in their text you followed. You can opt out or revoke your consent to receive marketing emails at any time by either withdrawing consent on the same page where you previously provided it, or
clicking the unsubscribe link in each marketing email. 3.8 Information required to detect violations We collect certain data necessary for our detection, investigation and prevention of fraud, cheating and other violations of SSA and applicable law (Violations). This data is used only for detection, investigation, prevention and, where appropriate, to act on such violations and shall be
kept only in the minimal necessary for this purpose. If the data indicates that an infringement has occurred, we will data for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims during the applicable limitation period or until a trial in connection with it has been resolved. Please note that the specific data stored for this purpose may not be disclosed to you if the disclosure will
compromise the mechanism through which we detect, investigate, and prevent such violations. 4. For as long as we store data, we will only store your data for as long as is necessary to fulfil the purposes for which the data is collected and processed, or , where applicable law allows for a longer retention and retention period, for the retention and retention period required by law.
Your personal data will then be deleted, blocked or anonymised, as provided for in applicable law. In particular: If you terminate your Steam user account, your personal data will be marked for deletion, except to the extent that legal requirements or other applicable legitimate purposes dictate a longer storage space. In some cases, personal data cannot be completely deleted to
ensure the consistency of the gaming experience or the Steam Community Market. For example, matches you have played that affect other players' matchmaking data and results will not be deleted. Your connection to these matches will be permanently anonymized. Please note that Valve is required to retain certain transaction data under statutory commercial and tax laws for a
period of up to ten (10) years. If you withdraw your consent on which the processing of your personal data or your child's personal data is based, we will delete your personal data or, respectively, your child's personal data without undue delay to the extent that the collection and processing of the personal data was based on the consent that was withdrawn. If you exercise the right
to object to the processing of your personal data, we will review your objection and delete your personal data that we processed for the purpose that you objected to without undue delay, unless there is another legal basis for processing and storing that data, or unless applicable law requires us to keep the data. 5. Who has access to Data Valve does not sell personal data.
However, we may share or grant access to each of the categories of personal data we collect as needed for the following business purposes. 5.1 Valve and its subsidiaries may share your personal data with each other and use it to the extent necessary to achieve the purposes set out in section 2 above. In the event of reorganization, sale or merger, we may transfer personal
data to the relevant third party in accordance with applicable law. 5.2 We may also share your personal data with our third-party service providers that provide customer support for goods, content and services distributed through Steam. Your personal data will be in accordance with this privacy policy and only to the extent necessary to perform customer support. 5.3 In accordance
with the We may also share certain information (including your IP address and the identification of Steam content that you wish to access) with our third-party network providers providing content delivery network services and game server services related to Steam. Our content delivery network providers enable the delivery of digital content that you have requested, e.g. when
using Steam, by using a system of distributed servers that provide the content to you based on your geographic location. 5.4 Google Analytics Our website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc. (Google). Google Analytics uses cookies to help website operators analyze how visitors use the site. The information generated by the cookie about
visitors' use of the website will generally be transferred to and stored by Google on servers in the United States. On this website, IP anonymization has been enabled. The IP addresses of users visiting Steam will be shortened. Only in exceptional cases will a complete IP address be transferred to a Google server in the United States and abbreviated there. On behalf of the site
operator, Google will use this information to evaluate the website of its users in order to prepare reports on site activity and to provide other services related to site activity and Internet use to site operators. Google does not associate the IP address transferred in connection with Google Analytics with other data in Google's possession. You can reject the use of cookies by selecting
the appropriate settings in your browser. Please note, however, that in this case, you may not be able to use the full functionality of this website. Learn more about how Google Analytics collects and uses data www.google.com/policies/privacy/partners. In addition, you can prevent Google's collection and processing of data about your use of the website by downloading and
installing the browser plug-in via the following link: . 5.5 We make certain data related to your Steam user account available to other players and our partners through the Steamworks API. This information can be accessed by anyone by querying your Steam ID. At a minimum, the public persona name you have chosen to represent you on Steam and your Avatar image is available
in this way, as well as whether you have received a ban on cheating in a multiplayer game. The availability of additional information about you can be managed through your Steam Community user profile page; data that is publicly available on your profile page can be accessed automatically through the Steamworks API. In addition to the publicly available information, game
developers and publishers have access to certain information from the Steamworks API that is directly related to the users of the games they operate. This information includes at least your ownership of that game. Depending on which Steamworks Implemented in-game, it may also include leaderboard information, your in-game progress, achievements you have completed, your
multi-player matchmaking information, in-game items, and other information needed to drive the game and support it. For more information on what Steamworks services a particular game has implemented, please review its store page. Although we do not knowingly share personally identifiable information about you through the Steamworks API, such as your real name or email
address, you can access any information you share about yourself on your public Steam profile through the Steamworks API, including information that may make you identifiable. 5.6 The Steam community includes message boards, forums and/or chat areas where users can exchange ideas and communicate with each other. When you send a message to a board, forum, or chat
area, be aware that the information is made publicly available online. That's why you do it at your own risk. If your personal data is posted to one of our community forums against your will, use the reporting feature and the Steam Help Website to request its removal. 5.7 Valve may allow you to link your Steam user account to an account offered by a third party. If you consent to link
the accounts, Valve may collect and combine information that you allowed Valve to receive from a third party with information about your Steam user account to the extent permitted by your consent at that time. If linking the accounts requires the transfer of information about your person from Valve to a third party, you will be informed of it before linking takes place and you will
have the opportunity to consent to the linking and transfer of your information. The third party's use of your information will be subject to the third party's privacy policy, which we encourage you to review. 5.8 Valve may release personal data in order to comply with court orders or laws and regulations that require us to disclose such information. 6. Your rights and control
mechanisms Data protection laws in the European Economic Area, California and other areas grant their residents certain rights in relation to their personal data. While other jurisdictions may grant fewer statutory rights, we make the tools designed to exercise such rights available to our customers worldwide. To allow you to exercise your data protection rights in a simple way, we
provide a dedicated section on the Steam Support Page (privacy dashboard). This gives you access to your personal data, allows you to correct and delete it where necessary, and object to the use of it where you feel necessary. To access it, you must log in to on and select the My Account -&gt; data related to your Steam account menu items. In most cases, you can access,
manage, or delete personal data in the privacy dashboard, but you can also contact Valve with questions requests through the contact processes described in sections 8 and 10 below. As a resident of the European Economic Area, you have the following rights in relation to your personal data: 6.1 Right of access. You have the right to access your personal data that we hold
about you, i.e. you. You can use the right to access your personal information through the privacy dashboard. If the request affects the rights and freedoms of others or is manifestly unfounded or excessive, we reserve the right to charge a reasonable fee (taking into account the administrative costs of providing the information or communication or taking the requested measures)
or refusing to respond to the request. 6.2 Right of repair. If we process your personal data, we will endeavour, by implementing appropriate measures, that your personal data is accurate and up-to-date for the purposes for which it was collected. If your personal data is inaccurate or incomplete, you can change the information you provided through the privacy dashboard. 6.3. Right
of deletion. You have the right to have personal data about you deleted if the reason why we could collect it (see section 2. above) no longer exists or if there is another legal basis for deletion. For individual items of personal data, please edit it through the Privacy Dashboard or request deletion through the Steam Support Page. You can also request the deletion of your Steam
user account through the Steam Support Page. As a result of deleting your Steam user account, you will lose access to Steam services, including the Steam user account, subscriptions, and game-related information associated with the Steam user account, and the ability to access other services for which you use the Steam user account. We allow you to restore your Steam
user account for a grace period of 30 (thirty) days from the moment you request deletion of your Steam user account. This functionality allows you not to lose your account by mistake, due to your loss of your account information or due to hacking. During the suspension period, we will be able to complete financial and other activities that you may have initiated before submitting
the request to delete the Steam user account. After the extended period, personal data associated with your account will be deleted in accordance with section 4. Above. In some cases, deleting your Steam user account and thus deleting personal data is complicated. If your account has a business relationship with Valve, such as because of your work for a game developer, you
can delete your Steam user account only after you have transferred that role to another user or have dissolved the business relationship. In some cases, the period of deletion may personal data, given the complexity and number of requests, is extended, but without more than two months. 6.4 Right of objection. Where our processing of your personal data is based on legitimate
interests under Article 6(1)(f) of GDPR/Section 2.c) of this Privacy Policy, you have the right to object to this processing. If you object, we will no longer process your personal data unless there are compelling and applicable legitimate reasons for the processing as described in Article 21 of the GDPR; information is necessary to establish, exercise or defend legal claims. You also
have the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority. 6.5 Right to restrict the processing of your personal data You have the right to obtain restrictions on the processing of your personal data under the conditions set out in Article 18 of the GDPR. 6.6 Right to transfer personal data You have the right to receive your personal data in a structured, commonly used and
machine-readable format and have the right to transfer that data to another controller under the conditions set out in Article 20 of the GDPR. Valve makes your personal data available in structured HTML format through the privacy dashboard as described above. 6.7 Right of post-mortem control of your personal data If French data protection law applies to you, you have the right
to set guidelines for the preservation, deletion and disclosure of personal data after your death in accordance with Article 40-1 of Law No 7. Children The minimum age for creating a Steam user account is 13 years. Valve does not knowingly collect personal data from children under this age. If certain countries use a higher age of consent for the collection of personal data, Valve
requires parental consent before a Steam user account can be created and personal data collected. Valve encourages parents to instruct their children to never provide personal information when online. 8. Contact information You can contact Valve's Data Protection Officer at the address below. While we review any request sent by mail, be aware that to combat fraud,
harassment, and identity theft, the only way to access, correct, or delete your data is to sign in with your Steam user account in and select the menu items -&gt; My Account -&gt; View account data. Valve Corporation Att. Data Protection Officer P.O. Box 1688 Bellevue, WA 98009 European Data Protection Representative: Valve GmbH Att. Legal Rödingsmarkt 9 D-20459
Hamburg Germany 9. Additional information to users from the European Economic Area, The United Kingdom and Switzerland Valve and TR Technical Services Inc., its who-owned U.S. subsidiary (collectively Valve) complies with the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework and Swiss-U.S. The Privacy Shield Framework as set out by the U.S. Department of Commerce regarding the
collection, use and retention of personal transferred from the European Union and Switzerland to the United States. Valve has certified the Ministry of Commerce that it complies with the privacy principles. If there is any conflict between the terms of this Privacy Policy and the principles of privacy, the principles of privacy shall apply. To learn more about the Privacy Shield program
and see our certification, you can . In accordance with the Privacy Shield principles, Valve undertakes to resolve complaints about our collection or use of your personal information. EU persons and Swiss persons with queries or complaints regarding our privacy shield policy should first contact Valve here. If you have an unresolved privacy or data use issue that we have not
satisfactorily addressed, please contact our third-party dispute resolution provider (free of charge) in the United States on . As explained in the Conscription Documentation ( certain remaining requirements that are not otherwise resolved may be subject to binding arbitration. In this case, an arbitration opportunity will be made available to you. The Privacy Shield Principles
describe Valve's liability for personal data, which it subsequently transfers to a third-party agent. According to the principles, Valve remains liable if third-party agents process the personal information in a manner that does not comply with the principles, unless Valve proves that it is not responsible for the event that gives rise to the damage. The Federal Trade Commission has
jurisdiction over Valve's privacy shield. 10. Additional information provided to California CCPA users gives California residents certain privacy rights regarding the personal data we collect. We are committed to respecting these rights and complying with the CCPA. The following explains these rights and Valve's practice with respect to them. Right to know. Under CCPA, you have
the right to request what personal data we collect, use, disclose and sell. Right to request deletion. You also have the right to request the deletion of personal data held by us, with certain exceptions. Please note that your request to delete data may in some cases affect your use of the Steam Service, and we may refuse to delete information for reasons specified in this Privacy
Policy or as permitted by the CCPA. other rights. The CCPA also gives California residents the right to opt out of the sale of their personal data. As described in section 5, we do not sell personal data and have not done so in the last 12 months. You also have the right to receive notice of our practices on or before collecting your personal data. Finally, you're right not to be
discriminated against for exercising your rights under the CCPA. Exercising your rights. The primary means of accessing, managing or deleting your personal is through the privacy dashboard, as described in section 6 of this policy. Customers may also delete their Steam account and associated personal data as described in section 6.3 of this Privacy Policy. If you can't access or
delete data through the privacy dashboard, you can also contact us with a request to exercise those rights using the form . To verify your identity, you'll need to sign in with your Steam user account to use the form. Finally, you can contact us with a request from questions@valvesoftware.com, but before you access or delete personal data, based on a request received by email,
we must verify your identity using the Proof of Ownership process described in . You may appoint an authorised agent in writing or by proxy to make requests on your behalf to exercise your rights under the CCPA. Before we accept such a request from an agent, we require the agent to provide proof that you have given it permission to act on your behalf, and we may need you to
confirm your identity directly with us. Categories, sources, purposes and recipients of the data we collect. Over the past 12 months, we have collected the categories of personal data described in section 3 of this Privacy Policy. The sources from which we collect personal data and the purposes for which we collect and process it are described in sections 2 and 3. Over the past 12
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